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We apply the optical nanocircuit concepts to design and analyze in detail a three-dimensional 3D plas-
monic nanotransmission line network that may act as a relatively broadband negative-refraction metamaterial
at infrared and optical frequencies. After discussing the heuristic concepts in our theory, we show full-wave
analytical results of the expected behavior of such materials, which show increased bandwidth and relative
robustness to losses. The possibility and constraints of getting a 3D fully isotropic response are also explored
and conditions for minimal losses and increased bandwidth are discussed. Full-wave analytical results for some
design examples employing realistic plasmonic materials at infrared and optical frequencies are also presented,
and the case of a subwavelength imaging system using a slab of this material is numerically investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in artificial materials and metamaterials is cur-
rently growing in the scientific communities, as many re-
search groups all over the world are working on this topic
and numerous research articles have been devoted to this
subject. The possibility of mimicking nature in its way of
tailoring the material response to electromagnetic and optical
waves with appropriate choices of “molecules” that compose
a bulk material has attracted scientists since the end of the
19th century. At microwave frequencies, metamaterials made
of artificial conducting or dielectric small inclusions with
specific shapes have been applied to lenses, filters, and an-
tennas. In this way, novel material responses not readily
available at the frequency of interest may be tailored for
various applications. In particular, in this range of relatively
low frequencies the possibility of building a double-negative
DNG material—i.e., a medium with real parts of permittiv-
ity and permeability simultaneously negative at the same
frequency—has recently been demonstrated experimentally1
by embedding in a host dielectric small resonant inclusions
with both electric and magnetic responses. As first envi-
sioned in Ref. 2, a planar slab of such a material, in the ideal
limit of no losses, may have the outstanding property of fo-
cusing the image of an object with its subwavelength details.
This is one of the many anomalous properties that such a
material, characterized by backward plane-wave propagation
and an effective negative index of refraction,3 may show
over a limited frequency band, which may be useful for ap-
plications in many areas. The intrinsic resonances of each
electric and magnetic inclusion, required in this configura-
tion to get such anomalous effects, however, imply several
limitations, both in terms of bandwidth and of the robustness
to Ohmic losses and to other imperfections. Moreover, build-
ing isotropic inclusions with a behavior independent of the
polarization and direction of the impinging wave has been a
challenging task in practice.
The extension of these ideas to higher frequencies, possi-
bly up to the visible domain, meets additional challenges,
partly due to the fact that the metallic inclusions generally
used at lower frequencies lose their conducting properties in
the infrared and visible frequencies.4 A mere scaling of the
inclusion shape has been shown to have certain limitations
beyond 100–200 THz.5,6 Other ways of synthesizing such
resonant inclusions at higher frequencies have been proposed
in recent times, usually exploiting the resonance of the cir-
culating displacement current rather than of the conduction
current, but similar limitations on bandwidth and losses are
evident also in this case see, e.g., Refs. 7 and 8, and refer-
ences therein.
Another alternative way of building metamaterials at mi-
crowaves is to employ lumped circuit elements, connected in
a “right-handed RH” or “left-handed LH” transmission
line TL configuration in order to obtain the desired
forward-or backward-wave propagation property. This setup
has been demonstrated by several groups to be effective in
the two-dimensional 2D planar case for creating a micro-
wave TL metamaterial with effective LH properties. Further-
more, the subwavelength focusing and other anomalous
wave interaction properties have been investigated experi-
mentally for this configuration.9–12 An extension to the 3D
TL configuration has been expectedly more challenging in
terms of construction, but the same concept has been re-
cently applied successfully to synthesize in principle a 3D
circuit network with isotropic left-handed properties.13–15 An
experimental realization of such a 3D network has also been
recently presented.16 These solutions do not rely on the reso-
nances of the single elements composing the material, but
rather on the passband properties of a cascade of inductors
and capacitors properly arranged, which, as in any TL setup,
offers a wider frequency band of operation, due to the tight
coupling of the single resonances between each TL cell.
Therefore, the bandwidth of operation and the relative ro-
bustness to the possible presence of losses and other imper-
fections in this case are higher compared with techniques
that employ resonant inclusions for synthesizing metamate-
rials. The above-mentioned 3D microwave circuit setup,
however, experiences similar constraints when the design is
to be scaled up in frequency: due to the variation of the
material conduction at higher frequencies such as IR and
visible domains, no lumped circuit elements have been
available in the usual conventional sense in the THz, infra-
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red, and higher-frequency regimes, and therefore such TL
networks have not been previously attempted at such high
frequencies.
In a recent paper, however, we have envisioned a different
paradigm for synthesizing lumped nanocircuits at infrared
and optical frequencies, making use of arrangements of plas-
monic and nonplasmonic particles that may respectively act
as lumped nanoinductors and nanocapacitors.17 In that work
we have shown how, for an external observer, a single di-
electric nanoparticle, small compared to the operating wave-
length, may effectively be regarded as a nanocapacitor, relat-
ing the averaged voltage across its volume with the
displacement current D /t, where D=E is the displace-
ment vector and E is the local electric field through an
equivalent capacitively reactive impedance proportional to
its permittivity . For a plasmonic particle, whose real part of
permittivity is negative at the frequency of interest,18 the
corresponding negative capacitance may be treated as an
equivalent nanoinductance, and this allows envisioning more
complex nanocircuits by “connecting” such basic nanoele-
ments. Following this idea, in Ref. 19 we have speculated
that cascades of plasmonic and nonplasmonic nanoparticles
may act as 1D or 2D nano-TL’s at infrared and optical fre-
quencies, and we have shown how actually this analogy ap-
plies to layered plasmonic and nonplasmonic materials. In
particular, in the limit in which such cascades of nanocircuit
elements are properly arranged and the gap among them goes
to zero, we have theoretically shown how such a nano-TL
may be envisioned as thin planar layers 2D or cylindrical
rods 1D of plasmonic and nonplasmonic materials and how
their operation at optical frequencies may be regarded, by all
means, analogously to the conventional cascades of series-
lumped inductors and shunt-lumped capacitors right-handed
TL or series capacitors and shunt inductors left-handed
TL.19 In that work we have investigated analytically how
their operation is analogous in many ways. In other words,
such thin layers or rods of plasmonic and nonplasmonic ma-
terials act at optical frequencies the same way as TL’s would
do at lower frequencies.
Here we analyze the possibility of applying these con-
cepts to synthesize a 3D negative-index metamaterial at op-
tical frequencies by properly “connecting” plasmonic and
nonplasmonic particles in a 3D network, acting, respectively,
as nanoinductors and nanocapacitors. In this way we may
heuristically envision a negative-index 3D nano-TL isotro-
pic or anisotropic metamaterial at optical frequencies with
the advantages of a relatively broad bandwidth and relatively
low sensitivity to losses, which is typical of this class of TL
microwave metamaterials, but now in the optical regime. The
availability of natural plasmonic materials with reasonably
low losses at THz, infrared, and optical frequencies is well
known,18 and the classes of noble metals silver, gold, alu-
minum, etc., polar dielectrics silicon carbide, lithium tanta-
late, zinc telluride, etc., and some semiconductors indium
antimonide,20 etc. are examples of such natural materials.
Their anomalous interaction with light has been known for
decades and is widely reported in the literature.
Constructing a negative-index metamaterial at optical fre-
quencies is an important step in expanding the exciting fea-
tures of metamaterials into the optical domains, providing
potential applications in several fields, spanning optics, mi-
croscopy, biology, and communications, to name a few. To
date, a few experimental groups have demonstrated the pres-
ence of negative refraction and/or negative magnetic re-
sponse at optical frequencies.21–27 One of the main goals in
the experimental efforts remains to be the lower sensitivity to
losses and the higher bandwidth for these effects. To the best
of our knowledge, in the experiments reported in the litera-
ture so far, the figures of merit defined as the ratio of the real
to the imaginary parts of the extracted effective index of
refraction have never exceeded a couple of units.26 Although
frequency dispersion and the presence of losses are necessary
in passive materials with such anomalous properties,4 we
predict here that the introduction of the TL concepts at these
high frequencies may represent a viable solution to the prob-
lem of realizing a 3D negative-index optical metamaterial
with relatively lower loss and higher bandwidth, consistent
with analogous achievements at microwave frequencies. Fol-
lowing a similar train of thoughts for applying the nanocir-
cuit concepts presented in Refs. 17 and 19 to their micro-
wave TL metamaterials, Grbic and Eleftheriades have
recently presented some preliminary results on their efforts
to synthesize a 3D isotropic optical negative-index
material,28 as first anticipated heuristically in another paper
from their group.29 In their geometry, however, the sizes of
inclusions are not much smaller than the wavelength and, as
a result, the effective negative refraction is influenced by the
lattice resonances in the periodic metamaterial—similar in
some senses to the results reported in Ref. 8 Furthermore, a
relatively “large” size of the basic inclusion constrains the
fundamental lower limit of resolution for subwavelength im-
aging applications.30 As we show in the following, in our
approach the inclusions are assumed to be much smaller than
the wavelength, which results in a tight coupling of these
“nanocircuit elements” and the possibility of supporting a
nano-TL mode with broader bandwidth for the negative re-
fraction.
A small portion of the results reported in the present paper
has been presented orally in a recent symposium.31 An e−it
time dependence is assumed throughout the paper.
II. HEURISTIC NANOCIRCUIT ANALOGY
A right-handed 1D TL is made of a cascade of series
inductors and shunt capacitors, as schematically represented
in Fig. 1 top left. In its discrete representation this is a
low-pass filter that supports forward-wave propagation along
its axis of propagation below its cutoff frequency. Exchang-
ing the role of inductors and capacitors one synthesizes a
left-handed 1D TL Fig. 1, top right, which is a high-pass
filter, and it supports backward-wave propagation above its
cut-off frequency, with phase and energy flowing in antipar-
allel directions, as in a DNG material.3 The unit cells of the
3D version of these TL’s are depicted in Fig. 1, middle row.
Again, the right-handed one Fig. 1, middle left, originally
introduced by Kron in 1943,32 would support forward-wave
modes in the three directions, whereas the left-handed dual
configuration Fig. 1, middle right, suggested by Grbic and
Eleftheriades,13 would support isotropic backward-wave
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propagation. When the unit cell dimensions tend to zero, the
operational bandwidth of such 3D networks in principle
tends to infinity, due to the coupled resonances among the
cascaded infinitesimal cells, similar to what happens in the
1D version, for which the cutoff frequencies tend respec-
tively to infinity and zero. As originally recognized in Ref.
32, propagation in a dielectric with positive constitutive pa-
rameters may indeed be interpreted as the voltage and cur-
rent propagation along the network of Fig. 1 middle, left
with infinitesimally small cell size, where the loops of series
inductors couple with the impinging orthogonal magnetic
field and provide the effective permeability, whereas the
shunt capacitors couple with the parallel electric field and
provide the effective permittivity. Such a 3D circuit network
would therefore behave, in the limit of electrically small unit
cells, as an effective “double-positive” material with isotro-
pic forward-wave propagation in all directions. Reversing
the role of inductors and capacitors, as suggested by Grbic
and Eleftheriades,13 is equivalent to flipping the signs of the
permittivity and permeability of the effective medium, since
a negative inductor capacitor at a specified frequency acts
as an effective capacitor inductor. This is how the 3D ver-
sion of the planar TL negative-index metamaterial has been
envisioned at microwave frequencies,13–16 providing larger
bandwidth and better robustness to losses than the double-
negative metamaterial made of resonant inclusions, as dis-
cussed in the Introduction.
As done in the bottom row of Fig. 1, applying the circuit
analogy presented in Ref. 17, one can substitute every induc-
tor with a plasmonic blue, lighter particle and every capaci-
tor with a nonplasmonic gray, darker dielectric particle, ef-
fectively synthesizing heuristically a right-handed or left-
handed 3D TL medium at optical frequencies. In the
following, we analyze whether this heuristic analogy may
hold and therefore whether it is possible to extend the con-
cepts of 3D isotropic TL metamaterials to the optical regime.
In our vision, this may provide a novel possibility for design
of isotropic and anisotropic effective negative-index materi-
als at optical frequencies with relatively large bandwidth and
more robustness to losses.
III. FULL-WAVE DISPERSION RELATION
A nanoparticle with a size much smaller than the wave-
length of operation is well described in terms of its effective
dipolar polarizability , which relates the impinging local
electric field E to its induced dipole moment p as p=E. We
assume for simplicity that the particle polarizability is isotro-
pic, which may be obtained with spherical or 3D symmetric
particles, but this analysis may also be extended to aniso-
tropic tensorial polarizabilities or we may assume it valid for
a specific orientation of the impinging field.
The 3D left-handed nano-TL medium of Fig. 1 bottom
right may be more easily envisioned as a medium composed
of plasmonic nanoparticles, of polarizability , interleaved
by gaps in a background medium with permittivity 00.
Following the previous section discussion, we therefore
claim, as will be shown in our analysis below, that a regular
lattice of densely packed and properly designed plasmonic
particles may support a nano-TL propagating mode and thus
may act as an effective negative-index metamaterial, even
though no direct magnetic response is present in the materi-
als under consideration i.e., at the frequencies of interest all
the magnetic permeabilities of the materials are equal to 0,
the one of free space, and due to the small size of the inclu-
sions, the magnetic polarizability of each of them is negli-
gible. The dual lattice—i.e., a dense array of “voids” in a
plasmonic host medium—would correspond to a double-
positive metamaterial with forward-wave behavior.
The propagation properties in such a medium may be ob-
tained analytically by considering the eigenvalue problem
associated with this crystal lattice: supposing that a plane
wave propagates along this collection of particles with phase
vector =xxˆ+yyˆ+zzˆ, the associated induced dipole mo-
ments in the crystal will be given by plmn=p000ei·rlmn, with
rlmn= ldxxˆ+mdyyˆ+ndzzˆ being the position of the particle
with index l ,m ,n. Here, without loss of generality, we have
assumed the principal axes of the lattice to be oriented with
the Cartesian coordinates and l ,m ,n being any integer num-
ber.
The eigenmodes supported by this medium satisfy the
equation

l,m,m0,0,0
G rlmn · plmn = −1p000, 1
where G is the dyadic Green’s function of an electric dipole
in the background medium.33 This implies that such a mode
FIG. 1. Color online The concept of nano-TL to build a 3D
isotropic negative-index material at optical frequencies. Top row:
1D circuit model for a TL in its right-handed left and left-handed
right configuration. Middle row: the unit cell of an analogous 3D
version, to build an isotropic TL double-positive Ref. 32 left or
double-negative right metamaterial at microwave frequencies, as
suggested in Ref. 13. Bottom row: the unit cell of an optical version
of the 3D TL metamaterials by applying the concepts of nanocircuit
elements presented in Ref. 17—i.e., utilizing plasmonic blue,
lighter and nonplasmonic gray, darker nanoparticles as nanoin-
ductors and nanocapacitors, respectively.
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can be self-sustained by the infinite regular array of dipoles,
provided that  satisfies Eq. 1.
Due to the absence of magnetoelectric coupling effects in
the particles and in the background material, the eigenmodes
supported by such a lattice are linearly polarized. This can be
seen from the fact that if one assumes that in the left-hand
side of Eq. 1 all the plmn are linearly polarized along one
direction, then also the induced dipole moment p000 will be
necessarily polarized in the same direction, due to the sym-
metry properties of G . This is independent of the direction of
.
Due to this symmetry, the linearity of the problem and the
arbitrariness of the periodicities along the three axes dx, dy,
and dz, we may assume all the dipoles to be polarized along
xˆ—i.e., p000= pxˆ. The eigenvalue equation 1 is slowly con-
vergent, due to the propagating modes along the lattice, and
it loses its convergence properties when complex  are con-
sidered. We have discussed and solved these convergence
problems in the case of an infinitely long isolated chain of
particles in Refs. 34 and 35 which would correspond to the
case in which Eq. 1 is limited to the summation over only
one of the indices by evaluating a closed-form solution and
applying an analytical continuation, which may be similarly
applied in this case. Moreover, several rapidly convergent
solutions for lossless propagating modes real-valued  in
lossless lattices, which have been provided over the years for
general 3D scenarios,36–39 may be applied to the present
analysis.
In the limit of no Ohmic losses in the particles, for which
the general relation Im−1=−k0
3 /60 k0 being the back-
ground wave number holds independent of the nature of the
particle,40 Eq. 1 becomes real valued39 and it can be rewrit-
ten in the following normalized form:

l,m,m0,0,0
Re eir¯+l¯xd¯x+m¯ yd¯y+n¯ zd¯z
r¯3
1 − ir¯2l2d¯x2 − m2d¯y2 − n2d¯z2
r¯2
+ m2d¯y
2 + n2d¯z
2	
=
2
3
Re¯−1 , 2
where ¯ = /k0, d¯ =k0d=2d /	0, r¯=
l2d¯x2+m2d¯y2+n2d¯z2, ¯
=k0
3 / 60, and 	0 is the background wavelength. This
real dispersion relation, which is written in terms of normal-
ized dimensionless quantities, relates the propagating modal
solutions for a lossless lattice of particles embedded in a
transparent background to the normalized geometrical and
electromagnetic properties of the lattice. It is interesting to
note how in this limit, in which the dipolar response of the
particle dominates, its properties are solely described by the
quantity on the right-hand side of Eq. 2, which is just re-
lated to the geometrical and material properties of each in-
clusion composing the lattice. It should be underlined how
Eq. 2 is an exact expression for the eigenmodes in such a
3D array of particles, taking into account rigorously the dy-
namic interaction among all the particles, under only the as-
sumption of considering each particle as a dipole polarizable
entity. As we discuss more thoroughly in Sec. VI, this ap-
proximation yields accurate results in the limits we are inter-
ested in here of electrically small plasmonic particles suffi-
ciently close to their dipolar resonance.
Due to the periodicity of the system, the whole set of
propagating modes is described by the real solutions with
¯ i
 /d¯i, i=x ,y ,z.
IV. NEAREST-NEIGHBOR APPROXIMATION
Remaining in the lossless limit, it is instructive to analyze
the nearest-neighbor approximation NNA of the eigenvalue
problem 2, which, as we have shown in the 1D case,34,35
yields approximately valid solutions in the limit of densely
packed lattices with maxd¯x ,d¯y ,d¯z1 for sufficiently
large values of ¯ . Considering in the summation only the two
closest elements in each direction and taking the limit for
small d¯ , we get the approximate expression for Eq. 2 as
follows:
2 cos¯ xd¯x
d¯x
3
−
cos¯ yd¯y
d¯y
3
−
cos¯ zd¯z
d¯z
3
=
Re¯−1
3
. 3
It is clear how under this approximation the propagation is
decomposed into the three basic directions along the three
axes of the lattice x ,y ,z, each of which is analogous to the
NNA in the case of a 1D linear configuration34,35 recalling
that the polarization of the field has been fixed—i.e., p000
= pxˆ—Eq. 3 collapses to the NNA dispersion relations
evaluated in Refs. 34 and 35 for ¯ =¯ xxˆ, ¯ =¯ yyˆ, or ¯
=¯ zzˆ. Indeed it turns out that independent of the nature of
the particles, if a propagating mode is supported in this con-
figuration and under this approximation, the TE propagation
with electric field orthogonal to the direction of
propagation—i.e., with x=0 in this case corresponds to a
backward-wave mode with negative group velocity for posi-
tive , whereas a longitudinally polarized mode is necessar-
ily forward wave. As shown analytically in Refs. 34 and 35
indeed, the sign of the group velocity vg= / of the sup-
ported modes is always opposite to the sign of  Re¯−1 /¯
in the corresponding dispersion relation. Since
 Re¯−1 /¯ z0,  Re¯−1 /¯ y0, and  Re¯−1 /¯ x

0 in Eq. 3, the previous considerations hold. This con-
firms our heuristic model of Fig. 1: for TE plane wave propa-
gation, backward-wave modes are predicted by Eq. 3, con-
sistent with the expected negative-index properties of such
effective 3D metamaterial and with the left-handed TL anal-
ogy. In the longitudinal polarization, on the other hand, the
roles of inductors and capacitors are effectively reversed,
since the series shunt elements become effectively shunt
series due to the different orientation of the electric field,35
and therefore the propagation behavior is expected to be re-
versed; i.e., the supported modes in this configuration are
forward-wave modes.
Provided that the lattice is sufficiently dense and that the
wave number is sufficiently high which corresponds to the
requirements for supporting the nano-TL mode we are inter-
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ested here, as shown in the following, the NNA agrees well
with the exact solution for Eq. 2 and it confirms the TL
analogy described in the previous paragraph. In particular, as
we show in the following, we may get a relatively wide
region of inverse polarizability values Re¯−1 right-hand
side of Eqs. 2 and 3 for which the metamaterial in many
ways acts effectively as a DNG bulk material under trans-
verse propagation, consistent with the broadband behavior of
the TL approach. In this case, the plasmonic particles com-
posing the medium act as subwavelength “molecules” and
their anomalous resonant behavior with light provides the
necessary interaction for supporting a backward-wave,
negative-index mode.
In the following we concentrate our analysis on the TE
modes of propagation, which are those ensuring a negative-
index behavior in this configuration, as the NNA predicts. It
is interesting to note that, when the roles of the background
and inclusion materials are reversed—i.e., effectively synthe-
sizing the dual nano-TL configurations—for the longitudinal
modes of propagation an effective negative index of refrac-
tion is expected, and this may provide another interesting
possibility for realizing double-negative metamaterials ex-
ploiting these nano-TL concepts.
V. TE PROPAGATION: FULL-WAVE ANALYTICAL
SOLUTION
The exact dispersion plots for ¯ =¯ yyˆ—i.e., for TE propa-
gation, has been calculated by applying the acceleration tech-
nique from Ref. 39 for solving Eq. 2, and it is reported in
Fig. 2 for different values of the lattice spacing. The figure
shows several interesting features. First, in all cases for
which the inverse polarizability Re¯−1 of the particles is
very high that is, when the particles weakly interact with the
external field, they produce a weak scattering, and their 
→0 the values of supported ¯ y tend to unity; i.e., the sup-
ported modes are TEM plane waves with phase velocity
equal to that of the background material, consistent with
what is physically expected due to the absence of interaction
with the particles. On the other hand, when the particle po-
larizability is near their individual resonance—i.e., for
Re¯−10—plane waves are strongly perturbed by the par-
ticles presence and the possibility of backward-wave modes
arises, consistent with the heuristic model of Fig. 1 and the
NNA prediction in Eq. 3. Based on the previous discussion
and consistent with the analysis in Refs. 34 and 35,
backward-wave modes are supported in the regions where
the slope of the curves of Fig. 2 is positive—i.e., where
¯ / Re¯−10, which happens only when ¯ y1. Physi-
cally this effect is justified by the fact that when ¯ y1 the
mode is confined around each longitudinal along the propa-
gation direction y linear array of particles that composes the
lattice, with all the other Floquet modes interacting among
such chains being evanescent notice that in order to have
¯ y1, since ¯ y
 /d¯y, then dy
	0 /2.41 We have shown
analytically with closed form solutions34,35 how transversely
polarized propagation along such an isolated chain of par-
ticles may be backward when ¯ y1 and when the spacing
between particles is sufficiently tight. This confirms the pre-
diction in the general case of parallel arrays of such chains,
together with the heuristic TL analogy of Fig. 1. In these
negative-index regions the behavior of ¯ is monotonic and
the agreement with the NNA is strong, particularly when the
particles are tightly packed. On the other hand, in the regions
FIG. 2. Color online Normalized wave numbers versus nor-
malized inverse polarizabilty for TE propagation in this case x
=z=0 and plmn= peimy,dyxˆ for different values of the distance
between neighboring particles.
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of weak guidance—i.e., for lower values of ¯ y—the mode is
always a forward wave, as expected from the nature of the
background material and from the fact that the supported
mode is weakly guided by the particles. In this regime the
NNA fails to predict the correct behavior, as expected.
Figure 2a shows the case of densely packed particles,
with d¯y =0.01. When the lattice is fully isotropic—i.e., for
d¯x=d¯y =d¯z—the interval of inverse polarizabilities for which
the mode is backward is relatively narrow notice, however,
that the axis is normalized with respect to d¯y
−3 and slightly
shifted towards positive values with respect to the resonance
of the single particles. In order to increase such “bandwidth”
of polarizabilities for the backward-wave operation, the lon-
gitudinal linear arrays should be moved farther apart from
each other in the direction of polarization of the electric
field; i.e., the distance d¯x should increase. Since the coupling
between them happens only through the Floquet evanescent
modes in the backward region, when the distance d¯x=3d¯y the
situation is already very similar to the case of an isolated
chain,34 in which a wider range of inverse polarizabilities
supports a backward-wave mode centered around Re¯−1
0. The close proximity of the particles in the other trans-
verse direction d¯z interestingly increases further this band-
width and shifts the resonance towards more negative values
of Re¯−1, as is evident from a comparison of the cases with
d¯z=d¯y and d¯z=3d¯y, the last one of which has a similar dis-
persion to the isolated chain for clear reasons. We note how
the value of ¯ y may become relatively large for having such
backward waves, implying that the effective index of refrac-
tion of the bulk metamaterial may yield large negative val-
ues. In the upper part of the plot—i.e., for large values of
¯ y—the effective wavelength inside the material becomes
comparable with the distance between inclusions the limit is
¯ y = /d¯y, for which the effective wavelength 	y =2dy. In
this limit, the concept of bulk material loses some of its
meaning and the effect may become somehow similar to a
photonic band-gap structure, even though we still remain be-
low the first lattice Bragg resonance. We point out that all the
modes considered here still exist in the first Floquet band, for
which the metamaterial may be indeed regarded as “homo-
geneous” and for which the negative index has a quasilocal
meaning. In this negative-index regime, the TL coupling
among the particles is indeed at the core of the anomalous
behavior of the lattice.
It should also be noted that for the curves with d¯x=d¯y
=d¯z the metamaterial is isotropic in 3D, since the transverse
propagation is allowed in all directions with analogous prop-
erties due to symmetry. This is an interesting outcome, since
it may open up the possibility of manufacturing a relatively
broadband and reasonably lower-loss negative-index isotro-
pic metamaterial. In order to increase the bandwidth of op-
eration, as we have mentioned above, it is possible to in-
crease d¯x—i.e., the transverse direction along the
polarization of the particles—and thus breaking the isotropy
of the medium in one direction. One of the interesting points
from the analysis of Fig. 2 is that a closer coupling among
the particles in the y-z plane transverse to the electric field
polarization increases the bandwidth of operation and the
robustness of the system, whereas coupling the particles in
the direction of the electric field worsens these factors. This
again may be heuristically explained in terms of the TL anal-
ogy, since the transverse or longitudinal geometrical disposi-
tion of the particles with respect to the field orientation may
be interpreted as if they are cascaded respectively in “series”
or in “parallel” with respect to the other neighboring par-
ticles. The tighter series cascade of such TL cells is expected
to increase the overall bandwidth of operation, as happens in
a regular TL, whereas the higher coupling between different
parallel lines closely packed together generally worsens the
bandwidth and the robustness of the overall network.
Putting the particles farther apart in the propagation direc-
tion, as in Fig. 2b, confirms the same trend. Consistent with
the isolated chain analysis,34 the boundaries of negative-
index operation for the inverse polarizability do not change
drastically when they are normalized to d¯y
−3
.
When the distance between particles becomes even larger
Fig. 2c, d¯y =0.5—i.e., dy =	0 /4, the possibility of
backward-wave modes is lost in the isotropic lattice configu-
ration, even though increasing the distance among longitudi-
nal chains with respect to the field orientation—i.e., increas-
ing d¯x—backward-wave propagation is still possible. In the
limit of an isolated chain—i.e., when d¯x→ and d¯z
→—the limit of the existence of the backward-wave mode
is represented by d¯y =1.517.35
It is worth noting how the design of a 3D plasmonic
negative-index metamaterials in Ref. 28 relies on a totally
different phenomenon than the nano-TL mode considered
here. To excite such a mode in an isotropic lattice the dis-
tance between neighboring particles needs to be much
smaller than the wavelength in the background material, as
Fig. 2 and the following results show. In Ref. 28, analogous
to some other efforts exploiting plasmonic resonances of
relatively larger particles see, e.g., Refs. 7, 8, and 42, the
negative-index effect is related to the simultaneous excitation
of an electric and a magnetic plasmonic resonance, in the
same band of frequencies, in each inclusion or in the lattice,
whose period is often comparable with the wavelength in the
background material. Our approach, as presented here, which
is based on the nano-TL theory introduced in the previous
paragraphs, allows obtaining a relatively large bandwidth of
operation despite the extremely small size of the individual
cells composing the metamaterial.
Figure 3 summarizes how the negative-index properties
vary as a function of the lattice distances. As seen from Fig.
2 and consistent with the single-chain propagation,34,35 the
region of backward propagation is confined between a mini-
mum value of ¯ y =¯min and the value ¯ y = /d¯y. Following
the previous discussion on the relation between group veloc-
ity and the derivative  Re¯−1 /¯ y, indeed it turns out that
for these two extremes at which vg becomes null and flips its
sign, the derivative  Re¯−1 /¯ y =0.
The equation that is satisfied by ¯min is as follows:
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
n=−


l=−

d¯x
2
− 4l22sinhd¯y
fcosd¯y¯ y − coshd¯y2
= 0, 4
where =
42l2 /d¯x2+n2 /d¯z2−1. The series in Eq. 4 is
rapidly convergent for its numerical evaluation.
In the interval ¯ y ¯min, /d¯y the propagation is back-
ward, and the plots for ¯ y =¯mind¯y are given in Fig. 3a.
These lines, for different relative distances among the par-
ticles, represent the minimum wave number for getting a
backward propagation notice that all the curves are normal-
ized to d¯y
−1, the upper value being d¯y¯ y =. We note how in
the isotropic case d¯y¯min= beyond d¯y =0.443. This distance,
which corresponds to dy =0.07	0, represents the upper limit
spacing to have backward propagation in an isotropic lattice
supporting this nano-TL mode. This implies that a totally
isotropic 3D nano-TL negative-index medium may be de-
signed only with inclusions with total size of less than this
value. Increasing the transverse spacing d¯x, the relative
growth of ¯min is reduced, and even for a larger lattice spac-
ing backward-wave propagation is possible.
Figure 3b shows the corresponding admissible range of
inverse polarizabilities normalized to d¯y
−3 for having
backward-wave propagation note that the horizontal scale is
smaller in this second plot, in order to zoom in to this region
for the isotropic case. The solid black lines delimit this re-
gion in the isotropic configuration, and it is seen how at d¯y
0.443 backward-wave propagation is lost. For larger d¯x,
this region expands and shifts down, consistent with the re-
sults of Fig. 2. In this plot, the upper limiting line in every
case corresponds to the locus ¯ y = /d¯y. Decreasing the in-
verse polarizability, consistent with the backward behavior
 Re¯−1 /¯ y0, ¯ y decreases down to the bottom limit
¯ y =
¯
mind¯y. At these two limits  Re¯−1 /¯ y =0, the
group velocity is zero, consistent with the isolated chain
configuration.34,35
VI. PLASMONIC PARTICLES
We now consider the case of plasmonic homogenous
spherical particles of permittivity  and radius a, for which
an approximate expression for their inverse polarizability,
adequate in the limit of small particles, is given by,18,33
Re¯−1 =
3
2
k0a−3
 + 20
 − 0
. 5
Due to the geometrical requirement dy2a and to the fact
that +20 /−01 for any 0, the lattice analyzed
above cannot support any backward TL modes when it is
made of standard dielectric particles with permittivity larger
than that of the background medium, since d¯y
3 Re¯−112
for any 0 see Fig. 3. The region of permittivities for
which negative-index operation is expected lies near the
resonance of the particles, which is at around =−20 for
spherical particles. We can clearly shift this value by choos-
ing differently shaped particles, for which expression 5 is
modified.
If in the negative-index region the inverse polarizability is
bounded in the interval g1
d¯y
3 Re¯−1
g2, obtained from
Fig. 3b, then we can write this region in terms of the per-
mittivity  using Eq. 5, as we have similarly done for the
1D linear chain:34,35
g1/ + 3
g1/ − 3/2

 

g2/ + 3
g2/ − 3/2
, 6
with  being the geometrical ratio dy /a.
Figure 4 shows how the general results of Fig. 3 apply to
the case of spherical homogeneous inclusions. It is apparent
how by keeping fixed the geometrical ratio , the bandwidth
of operation increases for highly dense materials. This rep-
resents an interesting result, consistent with the 1D
configuration:34,35 since the Q resonance factor for an iso-
lated particle increases in the quasistatic limit as k0a−3, as
in any dipolar radiating system,43 and its bandwidth de-
creases correspondingly, one would expect that by reducing
FIG. 3. Color online a Variation of ¯min—i.e., the minimum
value of ¯ y for achieving a backward-wave propagation—in terms
of d¯y, for different values of the other spacing factors; b corre-
sponding region of polarizabilities for which TE backward-wave
propagation is supported.
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the size of each of the inclusions composing the medium and
therefore reducing the bandwidth of their individual reso-
nance which tightens up around the frequency for which 
=−20, the negative-index response of the whole metamate-
rial would also be reduced in bandwidth. This may be the
case when metamaterials are designed as collections of reso-
nant, but weakly coupled, inclusions. However, the possibil-
ity of packing a larger number density of particles and the
strong coupling of the surrounding closely spaced inclusions
in this nano-TL network allows the bulk material to resonate
even at frequencies relatively far from the individual reso-
nance of each inclusion. The result is a relatively broad range
of permittivities for which backward-wave propagation is
possible, and this value saturates to a finite range of permit-
tivities even when the single-particle size tends to zero of
course, at some point, approaching the atomic size, quantum
effects should be considered in the description of the particle
interaction and this classic approach would not be adequate
anymore. This counterintuitive result is again consistent
with the TL analogy, for which even though each single cell
composing the line resonates at a specific single frequency
Fig. 1, top, the overall line has a much larger in principle,
infinite for infinitesimal cell size bandwidth due to the
strong mutual coupling among infinitesimally small, closely
packed cells in the cascade. This result is also confirmed by
the fact that the range of admissible inverse polarizabilities
diverges with d¯y→0 as d¯y−3 see Fig. 3b, consistent with
the fact that when we are scaling down everything in dimen-
sions, the inverse polarizability of the particle increases as
a−3, Eq. 5. These two geometrical factors compensate, and
the region of admissible permittivities saturates to a finite,
but fairly broad, range of values.
Due to the transformation rule 6, now the upper limiting
line in every negative-index region of Fig. 4 refers to the
limit ¯ y =¯mind¯y, whereas at the lower limit of the
backward-wave region, we have ¯ y = /d¯y, consistent with
the facts that for backward-wave modes, y /
0, and for
lossless particles,  /0. Figure 4a refers to the limit of
touching spheres—i.e., =2—which is for geometrical rea-
sons the ideal maximum bandwidth achievable in terms of
values of permittivities of the particles.44 It should be noted
how in the isotropic lattice the resonance happens pretty far
from the individual inclusion resonance =−20 with a
relatively broader bandwidth for smaller d¯y, but rapidly de-
creasing as d¯y→0.443. Increasing the transverse spacing d¯x
brings the resonance to higher values of permittivities and
broadens the bandwidth of operation. With a larger ratio 
=2.5, as in Fig. 4b, the decrease in the coupling between
particles uniformly affects the performance in terms of band-
width.
VII. TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISPERSION
It is well known that assuming negative permittivity for
passive materials implies dispersive response in frequency.4
From Eq. 5, we get the following:
 Re−1

= −
3a−3
4


0 − −2, 7
which confirms that in regions of small Ohmic absorption
clearly the only of interest here, where  /0 for any
passive material,4 the inequality  Re−1 /
0 should
hold. A glance at the monotonic behavior of  in the regions
where nano-TL propagation is supported Figs. 3b and 4,
together with these considerations, allows identifying such
regions as backward-wave regions.
As an example, in Fig. 5 we consider a Drude-model dis-
persive material with permittivity =01−3f02 / f2—i.e.,
for which the plasmonic resonance of the single nanosphere
happens at frequency f = f0. In the figure we have plotted the
dispersion curves as a function of f = / 2 for a metama-
terial made of such spheres with radius a=	0 /100 at the
frequency f0 and interspacing distance center to center dy
=2.1a, in order to verify the backward behavior—i.e., the
negativity of  /.
The guided wave number along the lattice y has been
normalized in the plots to k0
*
—i.e., the wave number in the
background medium calculated at the frequency f0. The solid
black line in the two cases of isotropic lattice and larger
spacing along x respectively, Figs. 5a and 5b confirms
the presence of a backward mode of propagation, following
FIG. 4. Color online Regions of negative-index operation in
terms of the permittivity of the spherical particle and their relative
spacing factors in the three directions.
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the left-handed nano-TL analogy, and allows envisioning a
negative-index metamaterial over a relatively broad range of
frequency. The line is bounded by the two limits predicted in
Fig. 4 the green dotted line for  /d¯y and the blue dashed line
for ¯min, at whose intersections with the solid line the group
velocity  / is zero. The dashed red lines correspond to
the forward-wave mode of operation, as predicted in Fig. 2,
which coexist together with the backward-wave mode over
the whole negative-index regime, as we discuss in the fol-
lowing.
It is evident from the figures how the bandwidth of opera-
tion in the negative-index operation may be made relatively
wide following this approach and wider than the one for the
metamaterials employing resonant inclusions of such small
dimensions, but weakly coupled. It is indeed interesting to
note that while the resonance of the single nanoparticle em-
ployed here has a very narrow bandwidth its Q factor for the
case at hand is Q=1.5106, while its fractional bandwidth is
approximately proportional to the inverse of Q, the strong
coupling among these resonant particles markedly widens
the bandwidth of the metamaterial in its bulk, as evident
from the figures. In Fig. 5a, for the isotropic case, a frac-
tional bandwidth of backward operation of about 6.5% has
been obtained from our analysis, which is increased to 26%
when d¯x is increased. In the isotropic lattice, as predicted by
the previous figures, the resonance is also shifted down with
respect to the resonant frequency of the individual particles,
f0, and by increasing d¯x the central frequency of negative-
index operation is shifted back to the position in which each
particle resonates individually. Again, the transverse cou-
pling among the different longitudinal lines in the direction
of electric polarization affects dramatically the overall reso-
nance.
The birefringence of this type of medium is quite evident
from the plots of Fig. 5, as well as the previous dispersion
figures, implying that at a given frequency two transverse
modes with different phase velocities would propagate in the
same direction. Interestingly enough, one of them is back-
ward and the other one consists of a forward wave. The
forward one is only weakly affected by the presence of the
scatterers and is widespread over the background material,
with its phase velocity being only slightly lower than that of
the background itself. The backward-wave mode is instead
tightly packed to the particles in the direction of propagation,
consistent with the analysis of the 1D scenario,35 and this
may provide ways of isolating this mode from the forward
one for some potential applications.
Although a complete physical analysis of the anomalous
dispersion predicted in such a metamaterial is out of the
scope of the present paper, here we note that the intrinsic
birefringence of this medium is indeed a symptom of the
strong spatial dispersion present in such a dense lattice of
plasmonic particles near their dipolar resonance. The bire-
fringence due to the possible anisotropy of a material would
usually be associated with different polarizations of the field
for the different supported eigenmodes; however, here two
different modes are shown to coexist with the electric field
polarized transversely to the direction of polarization, in ad-
dition to a third mode with longitudinal polarization, as pre-
dicted by the NNA. Not to mention that this anomalous dis-
persion is present even when dx=dy =dz as in Fig. 5a a
condition that ensures the absence of anisotropy in the
metamaterial. Due to the strong interaction among such reso-
nant small plasmonic inclusions positioned in the very near
field of each other, upon which the negative-index nano-TL
propagation is based, the assumption that the local averaged
polarization of the material depends only on the local applied
field and is not affected by the contributions from other more
distant particles appears to be less applicable here. Such non-
local phenomena here, which arise also naturally, for in-
stance, in crystals,46 are associated with an intrinsic spatial
dispersion of the metamaterial under analysis. This is par-
ticularly evident noticing that a spatially dispersive crystal
indeed supports two transversely polarized and a longitudi-
nally polarized wave,46 consistently with the results of the
present analysis.
FIG. 5. Color online Normalized wave number  with respect
to k0
*
=2f0
00 vs normalized frequency f / f0 for TE propaga-
tion in a metamaterial made of plasmonic spheres with radius a
=	0 /100 at frequency f0 and center-to-center distance dy =2.1a.
The sphere permittivity is assumed to follow a Drude dispersion
model with =01−3f02 / f2.
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In general, therefore, a plane wave impinging on a slab
made of such a metamaterial would excite more than one
eigenmode propagating inside the slab, even for normal in-
cidence, where the two transverse modes will be in principle
both excited. Their relative amplitude of excitation will de-
pend on the boundary conditions and on the form of excita-
tion, noting that this boundary-value problem requires to em-
ploy additional boundary conditions, extracted from the
physics of the problem at the interfaces of the slab.46,47 This
is, however, beyond the present discussion.
On a different note, it is interesting to underline the pos-
sibility of moving the resonant frequency of the medium by
introducing more degrees of freedom in this problem. An
example can be given by the use of concentric core-shell
spherical particles made of two different materials. As we
have shown in Ref. 45, the employment of combinations of
plasmonic and nonplasmonic materials allows tailoring the
frequency of polarizability resonance of such nanoparticles
by choosing different filling ratios for such core-shell par-
ticles. This implies that it may be possible to employ a ma-
terial whose permittivity at the desired frequency may not
fall into the range of the admissible values required in Fig. 4
to get the proper negative-index behavior, but by filling part
of the spherical inclusions with a nonplasmonic material, one
may bring the resonant frequency into this desired region.
Still at least one of the two materials should be plasmonic in
order to excite a notable resonance in such a small volume
and the consequent negative-index propagation in the com-
posite metamaterial.
Consider, for instance, the example of Fig. 5 at the work-
ing frequency f0=600 THz for which 	0=500 nm. Each par-
ticle has a diameter 2a=10 nm and the lattice spacing is dy
=dz=dx /3=12 nm, with the background medium being free
space. When the spheres are homogeneous i.e., the particles
consist of a single material the variation of the normalized
wave number  in terms of the particle permittivity at the
frequency f0 is reported in Fig. 6a, where one can appreci-
ate the range of permittivities in which the metamaterial
would support a backward-wave mode. In this example, the
range of permittivities for a backward-wave propagation falls
in the range −2.217

−1.332. The band of frequencies
for which a realistic material may be available with these
required values of permittivities may not be centered at the
frequency of interest, and it may not necessarily correspond
to a low-loss region for the material itself. Imagine, instead,
that we are willing to use for this same geometry particles
made of silver, which at 	0=500 nm have a real part of
permittivity given by ReAg=−9.770.48 Silver has a rela-
tively low Ohmic absorption at this frequency, so it looks to
be a suitable material for these purposes. However, the real
part of permittivity clearly does not fall in the range of al-
lowable permittivities for desired backward-wave propaga-
tion. Covering, however, spheres of silicon carbide SiC
=6.520,49 with radius a1=a with shells of silver, while
maintaining the same outer radius a for the core-shell par-
ticles, we can move the resonance of the particles to the
desired frequency, as we have shown in Ref. 45 for different
purposes. Following the same full-wave analysis, it is pos-
sible to calculate the dispersion of  with the ratio of radii
=a1 /a at the frequency of interest—i.e., with 	0=500 nm.
This is done in Fig. 6b assuming for the moment zero
material loss for the silver and SiC, where it is noticeable
how it is indeed possible to select the desired backward-
wave behavior at the frequency of interest by properly
choosing the filling ratio of the spheres.
VIII. PRESENCE OF MATERIAL LOSSES
Even though we have shown up to this point how the TL
concepts may be applied to realize an optical left-handed
metamaterial, allowing to increase its bandwidth of negative-
index operation, an important step towards the practical re-
alization of devices based on these concepts consists in real-
izing how the Ohmic losses present in realistic materials may
FIG. 6. Color online Variation of the normalized wave number
¯ a with the permittivity of homogeneous spherical particle of
radius a=5 nm and b with the ratio of radii for concentric core-
shell spherical particle with inner core radius a1 made of SiC with
SiC=6.520 and outer shell radius a=5 nm made of silver with
ReAg=−9.770 here not considering Ohmic losses. In these
plots dy =2.1a and the operating wavelength in the host medium
which is free space is 	0=500 nm.
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affect the previous considerations and under which limits
backward-wave propagation may be obtained in this
metamaterial when material losses in its constituent inclu-
sions are taken into account.
Material losses affect the polarizability of each particle by
adding an imaginary part to the inverse of its value:35
Im¯−1 = − 1 − ¯loss
−1
, 8
where the limit of Im¯−1=−1 holds only for lossless par-
ticles and takes into account the radiation mechanism. Intro-
ducing a nonzero ¯loss
−1 which is necessarily positive for pas-
sive media, Eq. 1 is no longer a real-valued equation and
the supported wave numbers have now complex solutions,
which can be found after an analytical continuation of the
series in Eq. 1. In the limit of small losses, such solutions
consist of a perturbation of the lossless case, as we have
shown for the 1D linear chain in Ref. 35. By expanding in
Taylor series to the first order, Eq. 1, in fact, it is possible to
show that the complex solution for ¯ =¯ r+ i¯ i is given by
¯ i = − ¯loss
−1 
¯
r
 Re¯−1
, 9
where ¯ r still satisfies Eq. 2 neglecting the loss. This for-
mula is accurate as long as we consider reasonably low-loss
tangent factors in the materials, consistent with the realistic
values of natural plasmonic materials, such as noble metals,
at visible frequencies.50
As seen from Eq. 9, the attenuation factor ¯ i is linearly
proportional to the Ohmic factor ¯loss
−1 through the derivative
¯ r / Re¯−1. This implies that the regions near the cut off
of the backward-wave mode ¯ =¯min or ¯ = /d¯, where the
group velocity is near zero, are the most affected by the
presence of losses, whereas the regions farther away from
these extremes are less affected by the presence of losses in
the inclusions. As a corollary, a larger bandwidth implies the
possibility of regions where the derivative in Eq. 9 is lower,
and therefore losses may affect less the wave propagation.
The condition of minimum losses for given material prop-
erties, and therefore fixed ¯loss
−1
, may therefore be derived by
requiring minimum ¯ r / Re¯−1, which gives

n=−


n=−

d¯x
2
− 4l22− 3 + cos2d¯y¯ y + 2 cosd¯y¯ ycoshd¯ysinhd¯y
cosd¯y¯ y − coshd¯y3
= 0, 10
whose rapidly convergent solutions ¯md the subscript stand-
ing for “minimum damping” represent the optimum choices
for guided modes in this negative-index material. Figure 7
shows how this loss factor affects the propagation when
varying the geometry of the lattice. Figure 7a, in particular,
shows the variation of the position of ¯md changing the ge-
ometry of the lattice. We notice how at the cut off of the
modes d¯y¯md= and for lower spacing the product d¯y¯md
converges to a finite value. Figure 7b shows the minimum
attenuation factor ¯ r / Re¯−1= ¯ i / ¯loss
−1 obtained by
varying the spacing d¯y and using ¯ y =¯md, and therefore
shows the variation of the minimum absorption factor with
respect to the spacing in the lattice for fixed ¯loss
−1
. Again, for
denser lattices, together with an increase in bandwidth, it is
also possible to get less sensitivity to losses.
It should be underlined, however, that for geometrical rea-
sons a smaller spacing between the centers of neighboring
particles necessarily implies a smaller available volume for
the single particle composing the lattice, and the value of
¯loss
−1 generally increases with a decrease in the volume of the
particle for a fixed material loss.
This effect may be considered manipulating Eq. 5, since
for a homogeneous particle with complex permittivity 
=r+ ii, we can write35
¯loss
−1
=
9i
2
0k0a−3
 − 02 + i
2 . 11
If, on the one hand, ¯loss
−1 grows with the imaginary part of the
permittivity, as physically guessable, Eq. 11 shows that it
also increases with the inverse volume of the particle. There-
fore, if reducing the spacing among the particles may, on the
one hand, increase the bandwidth performance of the
negative-index propagation, together with the factor
¯ r / Re¯−1= ¯ i / ¯loss
−1
, the corresponding reduction in the
size of the particles increases the value of ¯loss
−1
, representing
a lower limit for squeezing the lattice compactness when
realistic losses are considered. Since the increase in ¯loss
−1 in
the subwavelength limit is proportional to k0a−3, faster than
the decrease in ¯ r / Re¯−1= ¯ i / ¯loss
−1
, there is a trade-off
between the bandwidth of the metamaterial on one side and
sensitivity to losses on the other when choosing the proper
spacing and corresponding dimensions of the inclusions in
the lattice. The important point to underline, as evident from
the previous analysis, is that the particles embedded in the
medium for a fixed size should be sufficiently dense in the
transverse plane i.e., transverse with respect to the polariza-
tion vector of the electric field in order to get optimal per-
formance in terms of bandwidth and sensitivity to losses.
Figure 8 shows the behavior of the curves in Fig. 7b
when multiplied by k0a−3, supposing a=dy /2.1. As one can
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see there is an optimum spacing where the sensitivity to
losses is minimum, since for too closely packed lattices the
Ohmic absorption in the particles overcomes the benefits due
to the coupling between them, whereas a too-sparse lattice
cannot guide backward-wave modes. In the isotropic lattice
this minimum happens around d¯y =0.18 dy =0.029	0, as
seen in Fig. 8a, whereas for larger spacing, as more evident
in Fig. 8b, which zooms into smaller values of the attenu-
ation factor, the minima are placed at larger values of d¯y.
This figure implies that “robustness” to losses may be ob-
tained by accepting a trade-off in terms of bandwidth of
negative-index operation and that the isotropic setup is in
general more sensitive to Ohmic losses when compared with
the anisotropic configuration with larger spacing in the direc-
tion of polarization of the field.
It should be noted that the value of the attenuation factor
¯ i may be simply obtained by multiplying the value in the
plot of Fig. 8 with the quantity 9i02r−02+i2 . This quantity gen-
erally decreases with the frequency of operation when noble
metals are considered as happens in the Drude or Lorentz
model beyond its resonant frequency; therefore, a resonance
at lower frequencies—i.e., for more negative values of r—is
expected to be accompanied by a lower loss deterioration.
This may be physically explained by the fact that the field
hardly penetrates into the lossy plasmonic materials when
their r is sufficiently negative, and this reduces the dissi-
pated power.
IX. EXAMPLES OF OPTICAL NEGATIVE-INDEX
METAMATERIALS
For what concerns the practical realization of these
metamaterials at optical frequencies, a viable way may be the
one of covering metallic nanoparticles of the desired size and
shape with thin dielectric spacers having the desired back-
ground permittivity 0. To this purpose, several available
FIG. 7. Color online a Behavior of ¯md satisfying Eq. 10,
normalized to d¯y
−1 versus the normalized longitudinal distance d¯y
between neighboring particles and b normalized attenuation factor
¯ i / ¯loss
−1 for ¯ y =¯md—i.e., variation of the minimum attenuation
factor for a given material loss factor ¯loss
−1
.
FIG. 8. Color online Attenuation factors as in Fig. 7b, but
normalized to the factor k0a3, which takes into account the in-
crease in the loss coefficient when the particle size is reduced, as
determined in Eq. 11 for dy =2.1a, showing how there exists an
optimum spacing for obtaining the minimum sensitivity to losses.
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techniques may be employed; see, e.g., Ref. 51. Stacking
then together the covered nanoparticles would indeed gener-
ate a certain minor disorder in the lattice,52 but the spacers
may ensure that the particles have the desired average dis-
tance among each other. We speculate that the disorder gen-
erated by the manufacturing process may not drastically af-
fect the previous results, since the negative-index behavior
predicted here does not rely on a lattice resonance, but rather
on the tight coupling among tightly packed nontouching me-
tallic nanoparticles near their resonance.
Consider as a first numerical example the design of the
proposed left-handed metamaterial employing simple homo-
geneous silver particles. In this case we employ realistic data
for the permittivity of bulk silver, including material disper-
sion and realistic material losses in the material, as taken
from Ref. 48. As a first case, Fig. 9a shows the frequency
dispersion for a lattice of silver particles of radius a
=15 nm and spacing between the particles dz=dy =33 nm
and dx=3dy in a glass background SiO2 =2.140. In this
case, the resonance Re−1=0 is for f0750 THz, 	0
400 nm, and the spacing is d¯y =0.7 at this frequency, which
is in the range of minimum losses see Fig. 8. The solid
lines report real black, darker and imaginary red, lighter
parts of the wave number ¯ y. The dashed lines also show the
behavior that such dispersion curves would have had if the
silver losses in the particles had been neglected. The thin red
dotted lines plot the ideal boundaries that limit such disper-
sion curves—i.e.,  /d¯y and ¯min. We see how the real part of
the wave number is weakly affected by Ohmic losses except
at the extremes of the guidance regions, where also the
imaginary part increases. This is consistent with the analyti-
cal predictions in the previous section.
For comparison, in Fig. 9b are also reported the results
for the same setup, but for much smaller particles a
=1 nm maintaining the same aspect ratio with the spacing—
i.e., dz=dy =2.2 nm. In this case d¯y =0.05 at the central fre-
quency. As one can see comparing the two cases, the smaller
spacing has definitely increased the bandwidth of the
backward-wave behavior for this setup, together with a cor-
responding increase in its loss factor, as predicted in the pre-
vious section. Also the real part of ¯ has increased, giving
rise to a slower phase propagation, due to the reduced dis-
tance between neighboring particles.
As already mentioned, in these plots the thin dotted lines
delimit the region of backward-wave operation in the loss-
less case; i.e., they are the loci where ¯ r= /d¯y and ¯ r
=¯min. It is interesting to see how the points of zero group
velocity infinite slope in the lossless curves when they meet
the boundaries of backward-wave operation, as we have
shown previously are smoothed by the presence of losses
and there is no longer a “point” at which the group velocity
goes actually to zero in the lossy scenario, consistent with
the linear chain configuration.35 In the middle of the region
of backward-wave operation, as underlined, the losses mini-
mally affect the real part of the propagation constant ¯ r,
giving rise only to a negative imaginary part ¯ i its negative
value for positive ¯ r confirms the backward-wave nature of
these modes. Entering the cutoff regions—i.e., when we are
FIG. 9. Color online Dispersion plots of the negative-index
operation versus frequency for a metamaterial made of silver par-
ticles, using silver material parameters including losses from ex-
perimental data for its bulk properties from Ref. 48, in a glass
background SiO2 =2.140. The solid lines correspond to realistic
data with losses, the dashed lines neglect the losses in the silver and
the thin red dotted lines bound the region of backward-wave opera-
tion in the ideal lossless case. In a, a=15 nm, dz=dy =33 nm, dx
=3dy; in b, a=1 nm, dz=dy =2.2 nm; in c, the backward-wave
mode for b is compared to the forward-wave mode, showing the
difference in the sensitivity to losses in the two cases. In a and b,
the forward-wave mode, although present, is not shown here to
avoid crowding the plots.
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outside the region of negative-index operation—the attenua-
tion factor is less affected by Ohmic losses and ¯ i has a
similar value to the lossless case, mainly caused by destruc-
tive interference among the particles we have entered the
stop band region of the lattice. We note how in these first
two plots Figs. 9a and 9b the forward-wave mode of
operation has not been reported, in order to avoid crowding
the plots. In Fig. 9c, for comparison, this mode has been
added to the dispersion curves for lossy particles of Fig. 9b.
As may be appreciated, this forward-wave mode is charac-
terized by a lower sensitivity to the material losses, as pre-
dicted by Eq. 9 and by the previous section analysis. This is
clearly due to the fact that its interaction with the lossy par-
ticles is less strong. In the following we do not focus on this
mode of operation, since it is not of interest for the present
analysis.
Figure 10 shows analogous results obtained with a silicon
carbide background SiC=6.520 Ref. 49. In this case, the
frequency of operation is shifted down, since Re−1=0 for
f0550 THz, 	0550 nm. In Fig. 10a the radius of each
particle is fixed at a=10 nm and spacing between the par-
ticles, dz=dy =22 nm and dx=3dy. The normalized spacing in
this case is again around d¯y =0.6, ensuring minimum attenu-
ation for this configuration. Employing smaller particles, as
in Fig. 10b—i.e., a=1 nm, dy =2.2 nm, and d¯y0.06—the
bandwidth is sensibly increased, but also the attenuation fac-
tors are higher, consistent with the previous section and Fig.
9. The use of lower loss materials may help in this sense to
find a good trade-off between bandwidth and sensitivity to
losses. We note that some of the simulations presented here
already predict a figure of merit, defined as the ratio of the
real to the imaginary parts of the effective index of refrac-
tion, around 10—i.e., an order of magnitude larger than the
ones experimentally achieved with other techniques by other
groups21–27 in the same range of frequencies.
In Fig. 11, the same results are reported for a silicon back-
ground, which has Si=14.60. The results are consistent
with the previous cases, but the resonance frequency here has
been moved down to the infrared regime, due to the different
contrast between silver and silicon. The resonances of the
isolated particles is located at f0375 THz, 	0800 nm.
Employing a=10 nm particles, the normalized spacing in the
backward region is d¯y =0.66, and this is shown in Fig. 11a,
where again dz=dy =22 nm and dx=3dy. Shrinking the size
of the particles to a=1 nm and dy =2.2 nm again increases
the bandwidth and also the attenuation factors in this case. It
is interesting to realize, however, that in this region the sen-
FIG. 10. Color online Similar to Fig. 9, but with a SiC back-
ground SiC=6.520. In a, a=10 nm, dz=dy =22 nm, dx=3dy; in
b, a=1 nm, dz=dy =2.2 nm.
FIG. 11. Color online Similar to Figs. 9 and 10, but in a Si
background Si=14.60. In a, a=10 nm, dz=dy =22 nm, dx
=3dy; in b, a=1 nm, dz=dy =2.2 nm.
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sitivity to losses is lower, since the factor i0r−02+i2 in expres-
sion 11 for ¯loss
−1 is reduced, due to the more negative value
of r in this range of frequency and the still relatively lower
losses of silver in this frequency regime.
The previous numerical plots have considered a trans-
verse spacing in the direction of the electric polarization 3
times larger than in the two other directions. This allows
building a material that is isotropic only in the y -z plane
with a specific orientation of the electric field. However, if
we want to design a fully 3D isotropic metamaterial that is
also capable of interacting with an arbitrary polarization of
the field, we should consider a uniform spacing in all the
three directions, as is reported in the example of Fig. 12.
Figure 12a shows the dispersion for an isotropic lattice
of silver particles of radius a=5 nm in a vacuum background
with spacing dz=dy =dx=11 nm. Here the range of frequency
for the backward-wave propagation is shifted down with re-
spect to the individual resonances of the particles, as pre-
dicted by the previous analysis. At the central frequency of
this range, for this choice of parameters d¯y =0.18, which is
around the optimum point for relatively less sensitivity to
losses in this configuration, as predicted by Fig. 8. However,
in this isotropic case the realistic losses of silver are too high
to support a propagating mode, and therefore just for the
sake of exploring the dispersion of real and imaginary parts
of the wave number, here we have considered the hypotheti-
cal value of Im Ag=0.01 in evaluating these results. The real
part of permittivity still follows the realistic dispersion of
silver. We can consider other materials with lower losses,
such as SiC and bismuth, for these plasmonic particles form-
ing the isotropic 3D metamaterials, but they would operate in
the THz region. Figure 12b shows similar results, but us-
ing silicon as background, with spheres of radius a=4 nm
and dz=dy =dx=8.8 nm. Clearly the negative-index propaga-
tion has been shifted down in frequency, yielding analogous
results to Fig. 12a. In this case of an isotropic lattice, the
realistic imaginary part of the permittivity of silver from Ref.
48 is about 20 times larger than the one we considered in this
last example, and therefore the damping factor would be pro-
portionally higher for realistic silver loss, not allowing real
propagation along the lattice. It should be underlined, how-
ever, that this absorption is mainly due to the high concen-
tration of the field near and inside the particles, densely
packed in the material. Employing a lower-loss material, or
using this technique at different frequencies, may in principle
allow the realization of isotropic backward-wave materials.
The important point we can raise here is that the technique
presented here is effectively adequate for designing a 3D
isotropic and anisotropic negative-index optical metamate-
rial. If one wants to utilize silver for these plasmonic par-
ticles, the anisotropic 3D metamaterials discussed earlier in
this section provide lower attenuation constant than in the
isotropic case, and thus it would be more desirable. If, on the
other hand, the isotropic case in this frequency range is the
goal, one should not use silver for these particles. Instead,
lower-loss materials such as SiC and bismuth may be more
desirable. A mathematical recipe to find the region in which
the influence of material losses in this design is minimized
has also been found. Better results are expected by employ-
ing plasmonic materials with lower values of the quantity
i0
r−02+i2
at the frequency of interest.
Before concluding this section, we underline that the ana-
lytical results reported in this paper have assumed that the
permittivity of thin shells or tiny particles of plasmonic ma-
terials are those of the corresponding constituent bulk mate-
rials. It is well known that such an assumption is not neces-
sarily adequate when extremely small plasmonic particles are
considered.53 Even though changes in the bulk material pa-
rameters are expected only when the thickness of the mate-
rial samples is comparable with the mean free path of the
conduction electrons in the material—i.e., a few nano-
meters—this may represent a limitation in the present analy-
sis for the minimum size of the inclusions in such designs. It
should be considered that by scaling down the size of the
particles to a few nanometers the effective imaginary part of
the permittivity of the plasmonic materials is usually in-
creased. These effects are not of interest in the present paper,
since the examples presented here are intended to show how
these concepts are effectively applicable at optical frequen-
FIG. 12. Color online Similar to Figs. 9–11. In a, a=5 nm,
dz=dy =dx=11 nm, and the background is air; in b, a=4 nm, dz
=dy =dx=8.8 nm, and the background is silicon. However, in these
plots the imaginary part of permittivity of silver, used here, is not a
realistic value, but instead a hypothetically lower imaginary part has
been used to explore the variation of wave number in this case
where losses affect more critically the wave propagation.
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cies, and any deviations from the permittivity values that we
have adopted here may not qualitatively modify the main
concepts behind the reported theoretical results. A more thor-
ough analysis taking into account complex quantum effects
when the nanoparticle size becomes too small is beyond the
scope of the present paper.
X. ISOTROPY IN 2D AND 3D: DISPERSION DIAGRAMS
The previous examples all relate to the case of TE propa-
gation in one specific direction. The polarization of the elec-
tric field over all the particles was assumed to be directed
along x, transverse to the direction of propagation y. It is
obvious that in the cases where dz=dy, due to symmetry, the
propagation along the z direction would have the exact same
properties, since the lattice is 2D isotropic. However, it is
interesting to plot the whole dispersion plots in the transverse
plane, to study the propagation of TE plane waves in this
medium even in oblique directions or when the medium is
anisotropic. Again, due to the symmetry of the problem, the
linear polarization along x does not limit this analysis and
similar results may be obtained for plane waves with other
polarizations.
Figure 13 shows the equifrequency dispersion curves for
the TE modes ¯ x=0 in the geometry of Fig. 6—i.e., for
spheres with permittivity =01−3f02 / f2, radius a
=	0 /100 at the frequency f0, and center-to-center spacing
equal to dy =2.1a. Figure 13a shows the isotropic case, con-
sistent with Fig. 6b. The results are clearly symmetric for
¯ y and ¯ z. As seen from these figures, in the range of fre-
quencies where ¯min
¯ y
 /d¯y with ¯ z=0, the propagation
is backward and quasi-isotropic in the whole 2D plane of
transverse propagation. When the frequency reaches the
point where ¯ y /d¯y, however, the dispersion curves are no
longer exact circles, and for higher frequencies the propaga-
tion is allowed only in oblique directions, consistent with
any periodic lattice higher-order Floquet bands are, of
course, available, but they are not considered here. It is
noticeable how the backward-wave propagation coexists
with forward-wave modes, arising at the center of the figure
for smaller values of ¯  and maintaining the isotropic prop-
erties in this 2D transverse plane. In this case the material is
isotropic in three directions, since changing the polarization
of the electric field one obtains analogous plots in the other
directions of propagation.
Increasing the spacing in the direction of polarization of
the electric field, as in Fig. 13b, the bandwidth of the
backward-wave operation increases notably, as already pre-
dicted in Fig. 6a. Still the propagation in the 2D transverse
plane is isotropic in a wide range of frequencies and forward-
wave modes are present around the center of the plots. As in
the previous case, increasing the frequency the two families
of curves backward and forward converge towards the
circle for which ¯ y
2+¯ z
2
=¯min
2
, at which the group velocity is
zero in absence of losses. Everything is consistent with Fig.
6.
Increasing the spacing also in the transverse direction—
i.e., along z—as shown in Fig. 6c produces, as expected,
strong anisotropy in the transverse plane of propagation, with
preferred y directions, whose values are weakly dependent
on the value of z. Again a family of forward-wave modes
coexists with the backward-wave modes of propagation,
sharing an analogous anisotropic behavior with eccentric el-
lipses. It is worth noting that in this last case the lattice is
FIG. 13. Color online Equifrequency dispersion diagrams of
the normalized wave vector ¯ in the transverse plane with respect
to the polarization of the field for a metamaterial made of spherical
particles with radius a=	0 /100 at the frequency f0 and spacing
dy =2.1a, with homogeyneous permittivity for the particle following
a Drude dispersion =01−3f02 / f2.
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effectively composed of linear chains of densely packed par-
ticles that for sufficiently high ¯ y—i.e., in their negative-
index nano-TL operation—weakly interact with one another,
since the modes are very confined around the particles com-
posing the chains. In its backward mode of operation, there-
fore, such a medium behaves rather like a collection of par-
allel transmission lines, in many ways analogous to the wire
medium in its canalization regime as proposed in Ref. 54 at
microwave frequencies using conducting wires operating as
transmission-lines or in its equivalent version made with
plasmonic rods at infrared and optical frequencies.55 Also the
dispersion properties of Fig. 13c remind us of those re-
ported in Refs. 54 and 55, having a longitudinal wave num-
ber practically independent of the transverse component of
the wave vector, even though here the supported modes are
not necessarily TEM and therefore the wave number of
propagation may be varied with frequency and does not de-
pend only on the background material, but also on the prop-
erties of the particles composing the material. This effect
confirms once again the nano-TL circuit analogy that repre-
sents the motivation behind this work. The supported modes
in this configuration have backward-wave properties since,
as we have shown in Ref. 34 such isolated chains would
transport highly confined backward waves in their trans-
versely polarized propagation. Several interesting imaging
applications, proposed for the wire medium at microwaves,
may be extended to optical frequencies with the present
setup, analogous with what was proposed in Ref. 55 in
studying propagation along parallel plasmonic nanorods. In
our case, the role of the nanowires is taken by the plasmonic
nano-TL chains supporting tightly confined modes. Here the
chains may provide even further degrees of freedom. We are
currently studying some of these exciting possibilities.
As a preliminary result, in Fig. 14 we report a full-wave
simulation obtained with finite-integration-technique full-
wave commercial software56 for the case of a metamaterial
slab composed of 7721 silver nanoparticles of radius
a=5 nm at the frequency f0=600 THz 	0=500 nm, with
lattice constants dx=dy =2dz=22 nm notice that in this
simulation the propagation direction is along the z axis. In
the simulation realistic values of permittivity for sliver has
been employed at the frequency of interest. At the entrance
face of the slab, in the x-y plane, two short electric dipoles,
separated by 44 nm from each other, excite the nano-TL
mode that propagates along the set of parallel chains. Similar
to the wire medium utilized for similar purposes, the guid-
ance properties of such chains allow “transferring” an image
from the entrance to the exit face with its subwavelength
details preserved. This is clear from the electric field distri-
bution in the x-z plane Fig. 14a, which shows how the
electric field distribution brighter colors correspond to
higher amplitudes of the field travels from the entrance to
the exit face of the slab. In Fig. 14b the two pointlike
sources are resolved at the exit face of the slab, even though
their distance is just less than a tenth of free-space wave-
length. Notice that this subwavelength resolution is possible
thanks to the flat response of the dispersion diagram of Fig.
13c in the transverse plane, implying that the spectrum of
plane waves composing the image is uniformly “canalized”
by the nano-TL imager from the entrance to the exit face. As
in the other canalization devices proposed in the
literature,54,55 the fundamental lower limit to the resolution
of this device is represented by the transverse distance and
periodicity among the nanochains, which in this case is of
44 nm.
As an aside, it is interesting to point out how these analo-
gies between the metamaterial presented here and the nano-
rod medium in Ref. 55 which in many ways is an extension
of the wire medium57 to optical frequencies are confirmed
by the strong spatial dispersion arising in the metamaterial
under analysis here, which is responsible for the propagation
of two TE modes in the same frequency band, as noticed in
Sec. VII. This is consistent with the previous results and
appears to be an intrinsic property of such materials with
densely packed long inclusions. The nano-TL modal opera-
FIG. 14. Color online Subwavelength imaging in the canaliza-
tion regime for a 3D metamaterial slab made of silver particles with
dx=dy =2dz=22 nm. The total dimensions of the slab are 77
21 nanoparticles and two short electric dipole sources, separated
by 44 nm are placed in front of the entrance face. In a the electric
field distribution snapshot in time, normalized to its peak on the
x-z plane is reported. In b the electric field amplitude distribution
arbitrary units sampled at the exit face of the slab for y=0 is also
reported, showing the subwavelength resolution due to the canali-
zation phenomenon.
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tion may in fact be viewed as the origin of the strong “non-
locality” of the lattice in its entirety, similar to what happens
in the wire media or analogous metamaterials where electri-
cally long conducting inclusions support TL modes that can
electrically connect distant points in space. Here their role is
taken by the nanochains of plasmonic particles composing
the lattice, which in Refs. 34 and 35, have been shown to
support similar TL propagation.
The case of 3dx=3dy =dz, which would correspond to the
case of Fig. 13b when the polarization of the field is ro-
tated, would support modes around the same band of fre-
quencies of the isotropic case Fig. 13a, as seen from the
dispersion plots of Fig. 2. Their dispersion in the 2D trans-
verse plane, not reported here, would be similarly anisotropic
as the one of Fig. 13b. This implies that such a lattice with
nonuniform lattice periods in the transverse plane would re-
spond differently to the two orthogonal polarizations of the
electric field, with distinct passbands and transmission re-
sponse. Also this may have some interesting applications,
since such a lattice, basically composed of parallel planes of
densely packed particles may act as a 2D DNG metamaterial
for one polarization and as a canalization imager for the
other polarization, with the longitudinal component of the
guided  being weakly dependent on its transverse compo-
nent. Notice how all the confined modes described here are
backward in nature and we should consider that the strong
spatial dispersion of the lattice implies the simultaneous
presence of forward modes for smaller . We argue that such
modes may be eliminated with some conventional
techniques—i.e., adding resistive sheets at the middle planes
among the particles, where the tightly confined backward
modes are less present or with a proper polarization of the
exciting field or with proper grating at the interface of such
media. Also the dual configuration of dielectric paricle lat-
tices in a plasmonic background would allow suppressing
this second mode of propagation, since in this case the back-
ground material by itself does not support any propagating
mode. In a recent symposium, we have presented orally
some preliminary results in this sense in Ref. 58 and we are
currently working on these problems to further explore these
properties.
It is worth noting that in this paper we have concentrated
our attention on the propagation transverse to the direction of
polarization of the electric field, which is the one consistent
with our TL modal analysis. In principle, however, as previ-
ously noticed, propagation with wave vector having a non-
zero component along the direction of the electric field is
also possible, as happens at the plasma frequency in plas-
monic materials or in a wider range of frequencies in spa-
tially dispersive crystals.46 This is also predicted by the NNA
in Eq. 3, and it would be consistent with the longitudinal
propagation in the 1D chain problem34 and with the other
analogous setups we have studied.19 We will analyze in more
details this set of modes elsewhere, but here for complete-
ness we report in Fig. 15 the dispersion in the x-y plane,
which, when combined with the previous diagrams, provides
a full understanding of the behavior of the propagating
modes in this medium. This is done for the two representa-
tive cases of Figs. 13a and 13b.
Figure 15a refers to the isotropic case dx=dy =dz. As
may be seen from this figure, in the negative-index region
the plots have a hyperbolic shape in this plane and the phase
vector may have a longitudinal component, even though lim-
ited to relatively small values. All the curves converge to the
point where ¯ x1,¯ y0, for which the mode is longitu-
dinal and analogous to a transmission-line regime, with the
wave number being very close to the one of the background
material. At the frequencies for which the backward-wave
propagation is possible, also forward modes are present with
elliptical dispersion curves in this plane. At the frequency f
=0.67f0 the two modes merge on the ¯ y axis at the point
¯ y =
¯
min, as already predicted by the previous discussion.
When the medium becomes a set of parallel chains—i.e.,
for larger spacing among the chains, as in Fig. 15b dx
=3dy =dz—on the other hand, the canalization regime is evi-
dent also in this dispersion plane, with the supported ¯ y
weakly dependent on ¯ x. Forward modes are still present for
lower ¯ also in this plane.
FIG. 15. Color online Equifrequency dispersion curves of the
normalized wave vector ¯ in the longitudinal plane longitudinal
with respect to the polarization of the field for a metamaterial made
of spheres with radius a=	0 /100 and spacing dy =2.1a at the fre-
quency f0, with homogeneous permittivity of the particles following
a Drude dispersion =01−3f02 / f2.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have applied the concepts of nanocircuit
elements at optical frequencies to design a 3D plasmonic
optical nano-TL metamaterials with relatively broad band-
width and isotropic properties, and we have provided a de-
tailed theory for such 3D optical nano-TL metamaterials.
This class of materials may act as a negative-index material
at infrared and optical frequencies. The optimum conditions
on bandwidth and losses have been derived analytically and
full-wave analytical results have been provided to character-
ize the material in its negative-index operation in the 3D
space. Strong spatial dispersion, analogous to other
transmission-line materials at lower frequencies are pre-
dicted, but this does not affect the main conclusions on the
realistic possibility of obtaining a plasmonic metamaterial
with backward-wave properties. Applications for sub wave-
length imaging at optical frequencies have been envisioned
with this setup at optical frequencies.
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